
Design Bathrooms Simply 



BATHROOM DESIGN FOR THE NON-DESIGNER

Get started straight away without any training on any device 

you choose. There is no need to be a software expert, as the 

intuitive tool guides you through from room construction to 

tiling and furniture positioning. Simply create a room in a 

few clicks and drag and drop everything into place to quickly 

create a photo-realistic design.

DESIGN ONSITE WITH YOUR CUSTOMER

Using a touchscreen tablet, you can bring your customer’s 

ideal bathroom to life in their own home with the flexibility 

to finish the design off later at home or in the office using 
your PC or Mac. Simple and quick plans can be created and 

instantly turned into 3D images using any tablet device, 

allowing you to provide reassurance to customers on 

what their final bathroom will look like as well as gaining a 
professional edge over your competition.

SELL 9/10 BATHROOMS

Being able to see their future bathroom increases customer 

trust that you can make their dream bathroom become a 

reality. Creating realistic 3D images of their bathroom in 

minutes provides that reassurance and has proven to sell 

9 out of 10 planned bathrooms. With professional designs, 

you can increase your credibility and speed up the selling 

process by getting the plans right first time.

INSTALL WITH PRECISION

Laser rangefinders send room measurements to create 
the room layout accurately, ensuring that your room plans 

are exact from the start. As you create the plan, accurate 

installation plans are created automatically, such as tile 

cutting plans, parts lists and elevations, providing assurance 

that installation will be correct first time.

How it helps you

REDUCE REMEDIAL BILLS

Install exactly what your customer is expecting and ensure 

that all materials and quantities are correct, with a parts 

list, elevations and tiling plan all created as you design. This 

will reduce incorrect orders, wastage and your remedial bill, 

improving your overall profit per sale.

GROW YOUR BUSINESS WITH AFFORDABLE SOFTWARE

One cost includes all features and access to all supplier 

catalogues. Priced at a similar cost to a new mobile phone 

contract, there are no hidden fees or surprises, allowing you 

to sell more, for less.

DESIGN GALLERY 

Create stunning designs in less than 20 minutes thanks to a 

host of automated tasks that take the effort out of bringing 

your customer’s vision to life and enable you to win more 

bathroom installations and grow your business.

We have one of the widest selections of UK and European 

brands in the industry. Get in touch to make sure we have 

yours – compusoft.group/bath-catalogues

Why SimpliPlan  
stands apart

Do we have 
your brands?



“Many customers pay attention to little things 

that have nothing to do with the actual bathroom 

planning. The little familiar details make the 

bathroom much more personal. It’s no longer 

just any bathroom, but your bathroom - and that 

makes selling easier.  

These take time but we have a very high 

completion rate: we sell 9 out of 10 planned 

bathrooms.”

ULRIKE WIMMER, WIMMER HEATING AND BATH GMBH

“A major advantage is that I can precisely 

define the customer’s requirements. With the 3D 
planning, I can immediately compare whether 

the customer has imagined something different.

So now I don’t have any subsequent discussions 
or improvements. I can also give the planning 

to my fitters, who can see material changes 
precisely and don’t have to ask.”

PETER KLETECKA, KLETECKA GMBH, ROSENAU

GET IN TOUCH

compusoftgroup.com/simpliplan

Sell more bathrooms 
with design software 
that quickly brings 
your customer’s dream 
bathroom to life in 3D.

•  Design onsite with your customer using 

your tablet or laptop device

•  Sell more by showing your customers 

realistic images of their dream bathroom

•  Reduce remedials and waste with 

accurate materials, parts lists and  

tiling plans

•  Accurate bathroom and tile catalogues 

continuously updated by a global team of 

data experts

600+
BRAND CATALOGUES

AVAILABLE ON  
ANY DEVICE

9/10
SALES CONVERT

50%
QUICKER TO PLAN 

THAN COMPETITORS


